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A Day In The Life

Editorial

Welcome to the Summer edition of The Bolt Magazine.
In this edition we feature a variety of articles.
Our writers discuss the following topics:
Muhammad Choudhary talks about the Poem, Word and Quotation of the Term along with a
book and film review.
Lee Glover looks at the Colin Kaepernick kneeling issue.
Callum talks about Rivington Pike.
For those who like cricket, Suleman has made a word search about the IPL and Praharsh talks
about the Big Bash League.
Owais talks about Ovid’s Theseus.
Priyesh takes a look at what Bitcoins are.
And Hunain Tauseef looks at The Maze Runner both in the books and the films.
Danny looks at The Pixar Theory.
Also, Levi talks about the Commonwealth games.
For gamers, Cameron Geskell discusses Easter eggs in games and Ben Turner and Cameron
Weatherley review The Legend of Zelda Breath of The Wild.
And Sam Warburton is in the hot seat for a Day In The Life.
From all of ‘The Bolt’ team I hope you enjoy this edition.
Aashir Khan, Editor

Coke or Pepsi?
Diet Pepsi or Vanilla Coke.
Facebook or Twitter?
Twitter 100% much better for getting school information.
Tea or Coffee?
Tea, Milk and 2 sugars please.
Milk, Dark or White Chocolate?
Milk chocolate because dark chocolate is like milk but tastes a bit
more like paracetamol.
What is your favourite food and why?
Pollo and Milanese served after mozzarella in Carozza.
Where is your favourite place in school and why?
C14 – calm, quiet, but you never know what you are going to find in
there, Yoga, board games with Iris or Mr Williams with drama.
What is your favourite subject and why?
Classics and English – can’t pick one because I love an argument and
they are great discussion subjects.
You can invite 2 people to dinner, living or dead. Who
do you invite?
Aristophanes because he’s hilarious and Judge
Judy because she’s smart as a whip.
If you could be any animal, what would you
be and why?
Honey Badger – Small but ferocious.
If you could visit any place in the world, where would
you go and why?
Alaska – I think it’s just a beautiful place.

Arts
& Humanities

Poem, Word and Quotation of the Term
Hold On To Your Dreams

To achieve the so called impossible
Let the fire inside you

Hold on to your dreams,

Illuminate your future, so desirable.

Just never let them fade,
When the child inside you screams

The dreams of today will be

Don’t let his voice abrade.

The accomplishments of tomorrow.
To the path you have chosen,

It’s the dream that pushes you

The world will follow.

Logophile

Quotation

Noun. A lover of words

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the
courage to continue that counts.”
-

Winston Churchill

Book Review
Ever since I had read crime and mystery novels, such as Agatha

“ A Gripping

Christie’s Poirot series, I was at loss for what to read next. I was already

novel - a must
read!”

was introduced to Doyle’s first novel from the spectacular Sherlock series – A

immersed in a shadowy world of criminality, violence and murder. Luckily, I

Study in Scarlet.
A Study in Scarlet is set in the late 19th century, during the reign of Queen

Victoria. Dr John Watson has served in the army, but after receiving several critical injuries, he is sent

back to England where he has no kin. His companion introduces him to an amateur detective (and
chemist) – Sherlock Holmes. They had both decided to live in a luxurious en-suite on Baker Street
together. But Watson has no idea there is a path of murder, crime and mystery awaiting him.
When a dead man's corpse with no wounds is found in an ill-omened home, Watson is alarmed at the
man's face which is contorted with a rictus of horror. Only a single bloody word is imprinted on the wall.
However, Holmes, using his analytical skills, unravels the dark mystery where revenge and lost love is the
heart of the story.

The novel was compelling- I wanted to read it in one sitting! It was fast-paced and action-packed. I felt as
though I was Dr Watson himself because the characters seemed so real. The plot of the story is wellthought; there was a plethora of twists and cliff-hangers. It kept me in suspense all the time. Finishing the
book was perhaps the most awful part of the novel. I do have to admit the first part of the book was slightly
tedious. Nonetheless, this had not put me off the book and I sincerely enjoyed this gritty thriller.

This book can be read by fans of all genres and is suitable for teenagers, adults and even grandparents
would enjoy this atmospheric thriller.

Film Review
‘Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle’ is a must watch at the cinemas. Involving humour and action,
it is enough to keep you going through the film.
Four high school kids discover during a tedious detention an old video game. They
shall go on the most dangerous adventure of their lives, discover what Alan Parrish left 20 years
ago, and change the way they think about themselves - or they'll be stuck in the game forever.
It is fast-paced and has all the necessary elements needed to make a perfect action and
adventure masterpiece.
Rating: 5 stars Buy the movie!

Author Biography
Author of the Term: Agatha Christie
Born: 15 September 1890
Died: 12 January 1976
Nationality: British
Genres: Murder, mystery, action, adventure,
thriller, romance and crime fiction
Agatha Christie was a famously popular
author in the 20th century, with over 66
detective novels and 14 short story
collections. Her books are known
worldwide, particularly the Poirot and
Marple series, which have been made into a
plethora of movies. Her books have been
translated in more than 103 languages.
Christie was born to a wealthy upper middle
class family. She had described her
childhood as ‘very happy’. Agatha Christie,
from an early age, was an erudite girl and a
voracious reader. This explains why she has
become one of the world’s best authors.

Muhammad Choudhary

Colin Kaepernick: Disrespectful Athlete or
Powerful Revolutionary?
Colin Kaepernick shook not only the sporting world but rather simply the world itself,
when he gained national viewership of him staying seated during the national anthem
when he sat for the San Francisco 49ers (Kaepernick’s then employer) 3rd pre-season
game on August 26th ,2016. His motive was simple, to bring attention to the police
force of America killing and injuring many members of the African American
community. The now former NFL quarterback’s anthem protests would evolve into
many different forms with multiple professional athletes echoing the same message
which Kaepernick brought to the fore. The anthem protests still are occurring to this
day, however these protests caused Kaepernick to lose his job in the NFL as he’s been
a free agent since March 3rd , 2017. From the start of these protest up until the present
day, the national anthem protests prompted by Kaepernick has split people into two
camps: either Colin Kaepernick is a disrespectful athlete or a powerful revolutionary,
but which camp should he truly fall into?
Kaepernick’s national anthem protests have caused
such a ripple effect amongst society as a whole that
even now the President of the United States of
America, Donald Trump, has had his say on the
matter and it is clear that he falls into the camp which
believes that Kaepernick is simply a disrespectful
athlete. During a political rally in Alabama of this
year Donald Trump stated ‘wouldn’t you love to see
one of these NFL owners when somebody disrespects
our flag, to say “get that son of a b**** off the field
right now. Out! He’s fired! He’s fired!” and that owner would me the most popular
person in this country.’ By saying this, Trump has in effect signed the death warrant
on any chance that Colin Kaepernick had of making it back to the NFL and
resurrecting his career. Speaking in Alabama, Trump knew that his words would have
a great effect on those in attendance as many of the audience will share Trump’s
thoughts. The south of America is well known for its immense patriotism and they are
perhaps the biggest opposition to Kaepernick getting his message across as regardless
of the message, they simply can’t look past the fact that Kaepernick and those who
followed suit didn’t follow trend and stand for the anthem. Those who disagree with
Kaepernick’s methods should not be criticized however as after all people are allowed
to have their own opinions on what they see and that’s the problem, these people can’t
see past the way of transmitting the message to the message itself. An anonymous
NFL executive stated that the field of play is no place for any sort of cultural or
religious stance, yet by ostracising and out casting Kaepernick, directly contradicts
this as the national anthem is a cultural and religious stance. The unfortunate thing for
Kaepernick is that his message has not only been hijacked but he’s also getting the
blame for the reasons that the NFL’s viewership struggled this past season. NBC
averaged 18.2 million viewers for its set of games which was the lowest figure since
2008. Somehow the narrative has become that this is all down to the anthem protests,
which is false. There are plenty of reasons as to why viewership numbers decreased.
Of course that protests were a factor, but so was the presidential election race which

was the most highly viewed ever, another factor was the fact that the NFL’s rival the
NBA has had a resurgence of sorts with high quality basketball being put on display
and perhaps the final and most damming factor for the league itself is that some of the
games broadcasted just were not exciting.
Of course the other side of the argument is the claim that Kaepernick was a powerful
revolutionary and that his actions were vital in raising awareness for such a
troublesome and quite frankly shocking state of affairs in America, which is the
deaths of unarmed men of colour by those who swore to protect the people, the police
force. There was and still to this day is a huge amount of support for Kaepernick from
players, pundits, politicians and popular culture figures alike. On September 1st , 2016
fellow teammate Eric Reid showed solidarity and took a knee with Kaepernick. This
was the first evolution in the protest as originally Kaepernick sat for the anthem, but
after speaking to NFL player and member of the army Nate Boyer, they decided that
the best way to kill off the false narrative that Kaepernick was disrespecting the army
but still carry on the protest was to kneel. From then on those in different sports
followed suit, for example female soccer player Megan Rapinoe. She emphasised
with Kaepernick as being a gay woman she recognised the plight of those ‘look at a
flag and not have it protect all of your liberties.’ Then on September 9th the NFL
season opener occurred and prior to the game Denver Broncos linebacker Brandon
Marshall knelt for the national anthem. There are plenty of other examples of this
show of solidarity with Kaepernick and it proves that his actions did have a profound
effect on America as there has not been many figures like Colin Kaepernick who have
incited such rage from some and such celebration from others. American sports
television veteran Skip Bayless (who incidentally is from Oklahoma) stated multiple
times on air with his fellow anchor and NFL Hall of Fame member Shannon Sharpe,
that Colin Kaepernick’s actions had profound effects on the American public. He is of
the belief that Kaepernick has ‘not only opened a lot of people’s eyes, but also a lot of
people’s minds and perhaps even some hearts too.’ This is by far the greatest effect of
Kaepernick’s protests as he pulled whatever cover there was over the atrocities
committed by the police force in America completely off and left it off so all could
see.
However much work is still needed to be done in order to solve this issue of police
violence and build bridges between these local communities and police forces.
Without Kaepernick’s persistence with not only his words, but his actions and his
wallet as not only has he donated money to charities which help build bridges
between communities and police, he has also lost his job because of his stance. That is
not conjecture or assumptions, that is the truth as Colin Kaepernick led a team to a
Superbowl Final game and his talent cannot be disputed. For those who believe he is a
disrespectful athlete, I urge you to take a step back and recognise that protest is
supposed to make you uncomfortable and not to confuse Kaepernick’s message. This
man is certainly a powerful revolutionary and he deserves respect for what he has
accomplished so far, but the work is far from over for Colin Kaepernick.
By Lee Glover

Rivington Pike: A useless old building or
something else?
Did any of you take part in the annual Easter walk up to
Rivington Pike? Did you ever wonder what that
mysterious building was on top of Winter Hill in the West
Pennine Moors overlooking Horwich? Well this article
will tell you when and why it was built including some
facts about the surrounding area.
Rivington Pike was
built by John
Andrews in 1733 on
the remains of an old
beacon that warned
the surrounding area
of danger. It was built
as a hunting lodge to
shelter the noblemen after they had been out shooting.
It had a fire place and a cellar in which they kept food
and other useful items for storage. There used to be a
sloping roof on the building before it collapsed today
there is metal mesh to stop people and litter falling into
this local historic building. Today the lodge is a grade 2
listed building which is trying to be preserved.
Over the centuries fires were lit at the beacon site to
warn of invasions. The beacon on the Pike was lit in July,
1588, when the Spanish Armada was sighted off English
shores. It is also reported that Henry VIII passed the hill
and said that “commonly the people there about called it
Raivenpike”.

So, the next time you visit Rivington on the school charity
walk or on the traditional Good Friday hike, you may well
be walking in the footsteps not only of your ancestors
but also Kings!
By Callum

The Big Bash League
The Big Bash League is an Australian
professional Twenty20 cricket league, which
was established in 2011 by Cricket Australia.
The Big Bash League replaced the previous
competition, the KFC Twenty20 Big Bash,
and features eight city-based franchises
instead of the six state teams which had
participated previously. The competition has
been sponsored by fast food chicken outlet
KFC since its inception.
BBL matches are played in Australia during the summer in the months of
December and January. Out of the eight teams in the tournament, five have
won the title at least once. The Perth Scorchers are the most successful
team in the league's short history, winning the title three times including
consecutively for two years and have reached the final of the tournament
in five of the seven seasons. The other four teams which have won the title
are Adelaide Strikers, Sydney Sixers, Brisbane Heat and Sydney Thunder.
The current champions are the Adelaide Strikers.
Former women's Test captain and Head of Brisbane's Centre of Excellence,
Belinda Clark, revealed on 19 January 2014 that planning for a women's
BBL was in its early stages but could become a reality very soon. She
stated that the proposal was being considered due to the huge rise in
television ratings in the BBL season 3 and the rise in women's cricket
popularity. On 19 February 2015, Cricket Australia announced that a
Women's Big Bash League would commence in the 2015–16 season, with
teams aligned to the men's competition. It was announced that the teams
would share the names and colours of the existing men's BBL teams,
meaning that there would be two teams from Sydney and Melbourne and
one team from Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide and Hobart. The inaugural
Women's Big Bash League was won by the Sydney Thunder against the
Sydney Sixers. The Sydney Thunder won by 3 wickets.
Christmas Day match
In December 2015, Cricket Australia revealed that they are looking into
the possibility of hosting a Christmas Day BBL match in the coming years,
possibly after the next season. If the proposal is passed, it would be a first
in the history of Australian sport since no professional matches are played
in Australia on Christmas Day. "It is something we have just recently

started discussing, the possibilities of that. We're talking about playing a
Christmas Eve match, we already play Boxing Day," CA's Executive GM
Mike McKenna said. This has not yet occurred though.
Prize money
Cricket Australia increased the prize money for the BBL to a total of
$890,000 for the four finalists from 2015–16 season, after the Champions
League Twenty20 tournament was discontinued with effect from 2015.
The prize money will be split between the teams as follows:
▪ $20,000 – To the team finishing fifth in the season
▪

$80,000 – To each losing semi-finalist

▪

$260,000 – To the Runner up

▪ $450,000 – To the Champion of the season
However, the additional cash increase of $600,000 will go to successful
clubs and not their players. Up to the 2014–15 BBL season, a total prize
money of $290,000 was awarded.
By Praharsh Parikh 11b

By Suleman Jiva 11A

Ovid’s Theseus
The Untold Story
We have all heard of Theseus, the Greek hero, who single-handedly defeated the
Minotaur in the Labyrinth, but not all of us know his full story. A Roman poet, by the
name of Ovid, gave us the full story of Theseus as well as some untold tales about his
many journeys.
Ovid was an unusual Roman for mainly one reason - he believed in one God. Ovid
believed that life began with one God who created everything we know and also sired
the other primordial Gods and Goddesses (like Chaos and Nyx/Night). He believed in
the other Roman gods and tales and obtained fame, in the modern day, with his massive
poem - Metamorphoses. Metamorphoses is a Latin narrative poem containing over 250
myths, the most famous of which was Theseus.
Ovid wrote about the life of Theseus before he became famous. Before Theseus was
born, people found out that his mother, Aethra, was pregnant with a baby. The reason
why this cause so much commotion was because Theseus’ mother had two lovers. One
of which was the almighty god of the sea - Poseidon and one was Aegeus the King of
Athens. When he was born, his mother fled to a small town by the name of Troezen, in
hopes that Theseus could have a normal life, which did not happen. As the years flew
by, Aethra realised that there was no way that Theseus could escape his fate and decided
on setting him on his journey to see his father. When he was a young adult, his mother
asked him to raise a boulder and did so with no issue. What was under that boulder,
was a sword and a pair of sandals which were the property of his father, Aegeus. He
had requested, Aethra to give him this so he could begin his journey. His journey began
by going back to Athens to see his father.
His journey began on the deadly roads, near Athens, which no-one dared to travel
across. The reason of this was because there were four deadly people who were said to
have killed thousands of Greeks. The first he encountered was a man with a brass club
called Periphetes. Periphites was quite stupid and came up to Theseus saying ‘I will kill
you with my brass club!’ Theseus replied ‘That is not a brass club.’ Due to the stupidity
of Periphites, he handed Theseus the club to prove to him that it was in fact made of
brass. Theseus bludgeoned Periphites to death with his own club and continued his
journey. He then encountered a man called Sciron, who sat on the edge of a cliff, above
the sea, demanding by passers to wash his filthy feet in order to continue. Theseus did
so but he saw a massive turtle in the sea waiting for its next victim. As Theseus was
washing his feet, his back to the sea, Sciron tried to kick Theseus off, but Theseus

grabbed his foot and pulled him off the edge of the cliff where he was devoured by his
own pet turtle.

Next was Sinis who was known for catapulting people far away with a pine tree.
Theseus was asked to hold down the pine tree with Sinis but when Sinis released his
grip, Theseus stood there not being catapulted by the tree. Sinis looked closely at the
tree, when Theseus released his grip, hitting Sinis in the chin and knocking him
unconscious. Theseus continued when he came across a man called Procrustes who
offered him a place to rest for the night. Procrustes claimed that he had a magic bed
that would fit anyone and Theseus obliged and dined with Procrustes. Procrustes had a
habit of getting people in his bed so he could ‘adjust’ their size to fit the bed. If the
person was to small, he would chain the feet and hand and stretch them to fit the bed
perfectly. If they were too small, he would chop of their legs, with his axe, to fit the bed
properly. Theseus saw this coming and threw Procrustes onto his own bed, where he
decapitated him.

Theseus arrived in Athens where he was greeted by his father but was later sent as
one of the seven boys and seven girls to be sent to the Minotaur of Crete as a
sacrifice. Aegeus knew that Theseus would survive and asked him, when he returned,
‘wear white sails as he returned to Athens by boat’. He defeated the Minotaur with the
help of Ariadne, who he later betrayed and returned to Athens. But he forgot to put
the white sails on and his father jumped of his palace roof in despair.
Owais Khalid 9D

Bitcoin - How it Works
The process of gaining this amazing digital currency is
by mining them.
There is a large network of bitcoin users that trade this
cryptocurrency among themselves to profit.
This is recorded via a string network users so that they
can mine them, the process of making the software,
however, is artificially time consuming. The danger of
this is that without added difficulty, people can hack the
software and download viruses making it very
dangerous. They could log it in the blockchain meaning
that they could download trivial transactions for the
computer making it impossible to figure out. The
creators are working on a solution making it safe to
mine bitcoins to earn money. The network would
become a sprawling, spammy mess of competing
ledgers, and bitcoin would be worthless.
A man named Satoshi looked into this technique of
earning money and made the idea to combine "proof of
work" with another cryptographic technique.
Combining "proof of work" with other cryptographic
techniques was Satoshi's breakthrough. Bitcoin's
software adjusts the difficulty miner’s face in order to
limit the network to one new, 1-megabyte block of
transactions every 10 minutes. That way the volume of
transactions is digestible. The network has time to vet
the new block and the ledger that precedes it, and
everyone can reach a consensus about the status quo.
In there is a "fork" – the chain splits into divergent
versions – the longest chain is considered the most
valid, since the most work has gone into it.

The Maze Runner Book Series
The “Maze Runner Book Series” is a trilogy written by James Dashner in 2009,
consisting of a prequel called “The Kill Order.” This is another action-packed book
series that everyone deserves to read, as the books can keep you up all night. Full of
plot-twists, dialogue, funny characters and adventure, you wouldn’t want to miss it.

The fist book of the trilogy is “The Maze Runner.” It begins with Thomas, the main
character, trapped in a room. When he suddenly sees a door open above him,
teenagers in ragged clothes help him out and welcome him to the Glade. A large field
with grass and a forest. It is always sunny. The most unrealistic thing of all, the Glade
is in the centre of a large Maze.
Films
The Maze Runner: 2014
The Maze Runner – Scorch Trials: 2015
The Maze Runner – Death Cure: 2018

The Plots
The Maze Runner – Written by James Dashner in 2009
Thomas wakes up from a sleep, a sleep where all his memories are gone, except the
common knowledge that everyone has. His personal memories are gone, nothing
about his family or what he was like. Just his name. Thomas finds himself in a room,
a room ascending at a quick pace. When it stops, teenage boys are surrounding him
from above. As he gets dragged out, he examines the area. It is a square field, with
concrete walls reaching a height unmeasurable. There are four openings in the walls,
which the residents call “walls.” The residents are all teenage boys who call
themselves Gladers, and the area they are in is called the Glade. Thomas feel the
desperate urge that he is meant to be a Runner, the people who explore beyond the
Doors and into the Maze, searching for an exit. The exit into the real world.
The Maze Runner: Scorch Trials — Written by James Dashner in 2010
After the Gladers had escaped the Maze, they find that the world is not what they
expected. The world has a terrible disease called the Flare that infected more than
98% of the world. The Gladers find out that the Maze is Phase One. The people who
sent them to the Maze are called WICKED. World In Catastrophe: Killzone
Experiment Department. WICKED begin Phase Two: Scorch Trials. They must travel
100 miles west within two weeks, trying to avoid Flare-Infected People, who have
turned insane because of the disease. They also have to survive the heat of the Sun,
which is why it is called the Scorch. To get to the “Safe Haven.”
The Maze Runner: The Death Cure —Written by James Dashner in 2011
After being united with Group B of WICKED’s Scorch Trial, the survivors were
promised no more tests, and WICKED say the cure for the Flare is inside them. They
are all immune to the crazed disease, except from one of Thomas’ best friends, Newt.
WICKED is planning to give the Gladers their memories of before the Maze, but
Thomas, Newt and Minho aren’t sure about it. They plan a daring escape with Jorge
and Brenda to escape WICKED’s headquarters. After, they plan to take them down.
For this they must group up with people who hated WICKED, The Right Arm.
Thomas must face his insane friend, and a visit to their old home…
Hunain Tauseef

7F

The Pixar theory
The Pixar theory is the theory that every Pixar film shares a universe and fits in on a timeline, this
theory was invented when people saw the outstanding number of Easter eggs in movies and thought
that they were there for a reason. I will present the full theory’s timeline below.

The theory starts with the good dinosaur, one of Pixar’s most recent film,
the way this fits in the timeline is by allowing the future to change, the way
it accomplishes this is that in the movie the meteor that killed the dinosaurs
misses earth and dinosaurs and humans live at the same time

The next film in the timeline is brave, this film has one important character
the witch who appears again at the end of the theory. It has another
important thing magic which fuels the creation of superheroes and is the
most important thing in the Pixar theory

The next film is the Incredibles where supers are given magical powers by
the will o wisps from brave.

The next film is inside out where you learn the true identity of the magic,
emotions. Emotion are powerful enough to control people as we see in the
movie.

The next film is toy story when the power of emotion gives life too the
toys.

The next film is ratatouille and finding memo in which we see animals
becoming smarter.

After that the next film is cars there is a split over what happens next is split
either the humans win with the help of the machines and this tips the balance
and are sent to space or they lose and are sent to space by the animals then the
animal control cars so they can survive on memory’s.

In wall e the humans are sent to space and the first plant sprouts
next to the last living thing.
In Monsters Inc. the wildlife has evolved into monsters and the
Pixar theory reaches its climax.

The Pixar theory has been finally confirmed by Pixar after a long wait. It is one
of the only theories to have ever been confirmed by the director or directors.

By Danny

Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games: 4th – 15th
April 2018
This year, the Commonwealth Games took place in Australia’s Gold
Coast. It was the fifth time that Australia had hosted the games. 71
different teams/ countries took part with over 4,400 athletes, 300 of
which were para- athletes. The first British Empire Games, as it was
called then was held in 1930 in Hamilton, Canada, just 400 athletes
from 11 countries attended, it has taken place every four years since
then with the exception of 1942 and 1946 due to the Second World
War.
The Commonwealth of Nations or the British Commonwealth is an
organisation made up of 53 member states that were formerly
members of the British Empire. The Queen is the Head of the
Commonwealth. The Queen is no longer the Head of State in some
Commonwealth countries such as India and Malaysia but in some
countries like Canada, Australia and the UK she is still their Monarch.
The Commonwealth Games was a way of bringing these countries
together as a means of increasing goodwill, peace and good
understanding of the British Empire.
Just like the previous four
Commonwealth Games,
Australia topped the medal
table with 80 gold medals
and 198 overall, 469 of
their athletes took part. In
second place England with
45 gold medals, 136 total
medals and 390 athletes
and in third place was
India with 26 gold medals
– 66 in total with 216
athletes competing. India
hosted for the first time in
2010.
Vanuatu, Cook Islands, Solomon Islands, British Virgin Islands and
Dominica each won their first Commonwealth games medals at the
2018 Games.

The Opening ceremony was held at the Carrara Stadium, the leader of
the Commonwealth, Queen Elizabeth II, was represented by her son
Prince Charles. As with tradition, each country paraded its athletes,
with the previous host nation, Scotland, leading - followed by all the
other European countries. The rest followed in alphabetical order or
their respective regions (Americas, Asia, the Caribbean and Oceania).
Each country chose a successful athlete to be their flag bearer.
Alistair Brownlee carried the flag for England.

At least 13 athletes from countries like –
Cameroon, Uganda, Rwanda and Sierra Leone
disappeared by choice during or after the
games, some missing their competitions. For
those athletes the chance to escape a war-torn,
oppressive home country was more valuable
than any gold medal. Some nationalities were
deemed too risky by immigration authorities
and found it impossible to obtain visas. The 2018
Closing Ceremony also caused some controversy.
The organising committee decided to bring in the
athletes before the start of the ceremony so none of the
athletes were shown entering the stadium during the
live broadcasting - this caused an uproar on social media and spats
between broadcasting companies live on air. The games were closed
by Prince Edward and the Commonwealth flag was passed onto
Birmingham who will host the games in 2022.

Borobi was named the mascot of the 2018
Commonwealth Games. Borobi is a blue
koala, with indigenous markings on its
body. The name “Borobi” means koala in
the Yugambeh language spoken by the
native people of the Gold Coast.

The competing sports of the 2018 games
were very similar to the 2014 games - major changes
being that Judo was dropped in favour of reintroducing
basketball and the debut of both Women’s Rugby
Sevens and beach volleyball. There was a total of 275
events in 18 sports. To the right, the list of all the sports
and the number of medals that could be won in that
particular sport.
Did you know? The Commonwealth represents 20% of
the Earth’s land and 32% of the world’s population.

XXII #Birmingham 2022 Heart of the UK, Soul of the Commonwealth
– be there 22nd July to 7th August 2022.

Levi Higham, 7D

Easter Eggs

By Cameron
Geskell

The Legend of Zelda Breath
of The Wild Review
This is my review Legend of Zelda Breath of the Wild (or botw for short). This
spectacular video game has won countless awards e.g Game of the Year 2017.
It is available on the Nintendo Switch & Wii U. The game includes the
protagonist Link who wakes up in a shrine after being in a 100 Year sleep.

“The Legend of Zelda: Breath of
the Wild is a fantastic game. It
takes what previous Zelda titles did
well, and then remixed it with new
ideas to make one of the best Zelda
games ever. This game definitely
deserves Game of the Year 2017,
and it should get it again in 2018.”
Evan Weston 7b

After you exit the shrine you have just woken up in you realise just how stunning the games
graphics are, even though there a bit cartoony. You will
also obtain the sheikah slate, mysterious tablet which
you will need to complete the game. Shortly after you
‘I looked up adventure in the dictionary
meet a mysterious man who reveals to you that you are
and this is what came up. The player is
on the Great Plateau, a giant fortress of sorts in the
always in control. You can play in any
fantasy land of Hyrule. You are forced to complete four
order and at any pace. The bosses are
shrines, which are mini dungeons of sorts, which act as
also really creative and fun, mostly.’
a tutorial for you. Out of the 120
I’ve beaten the story and have done
shrines these are the only ones you
everything except max level all the
The games beginning and
armour and get all the korok seeds. I was need to do. When you leave the
landscape is stunning, but the
Great Plateau you enter the Hyrule
blind until after I got the true ending’
lack of enemy diversity and
kingdom, which believe me is a
challenge really annoyed me
glorious moment.
That’s my review Ben Turner 7d
after a while now the only fun
thing to do is to raid bokoblin
camps in creative ways.

Enemies
Enemy’s in breath of the wild are both good and bad. Like
Danny’s mini review the enemy diversities lack and eventually all
enemies become easy. This is because the types of enemy’s are
colour coded instead of having different enemy’s which can make
your life easier but they just became boring instead of fun which
is what the game is about. The hardest enemy in the game lynels
can still become easy in the back of the game.

Danny Heywood 7d

There are only seven “bosses” in the game in which 5 of them are similar,
one of them has all their “powers” and more but he is still an EASY boss
(but I won’t reveal him). Thunderblight Ganon is actually harder than the
boss that uses all their powers.

My Favourite Bosses & Sub Bosses
3. My third favourite boss is the Molduga. This giant creature swims
under the sand of the Gerudo region and to defeat him you must go on
top of a rock and place a bomb. Then you can attack it at will. I think
this boss is quite creative.
2. The mighty Lynel is my second favourite boss. This is because of
how hard they can be. The gold lynel, the one on the right, is the
hardest type of this species but is only available by dlc (downloadable
content) The best ways to attack them are to dodge their attacks with
good timing for a flurry rush or to stun them with a headshot and jump
on their backs. To be honest this is really the only reason I like them so
on to the next.
1. My no1 favourite boss in botw is Master Kohga! He’s not the most
fun boss or the hardest but he is definitely the most creative boss in
the game. Instead of dodging his attacks well, you need to hit him
before he can even attack. Not only is he the most unique in Breath
of the Wild but also one of the most unique in the franchise.

The Map
The map in Breath of the Wild is gigantic! Even though the map
is huge you’ll still probably not get lost because of the blue things
on the map which you can teleport to. Sometimes it is very fun to
travel across Hyrule without using the map.

The Legend of Zelda Breath of The Wild is a breath taking game
(pardon the pun) which I recommend you to get if you own a
Nintendo Switch or a Nintendo Wii U, preferably the switch,
thank you for reading
Cameron Weatherley 7b

